
 

 

                                  LEAK Online Physics CPD Festival, 29-31 October 2020                                         

                                                                   OVERVIEW  

For details about each of the sessions, please see pages 2-4 

 Thursday 29 October 
 

FOUNDATIONS 
 

Friday 30 October 
 

EXPERIMENTATIONS 

Saturday 31 October 
 

APPLICATIONS 

 
09.00-10.00 

 
Energy 
Coach: Jessica Rowson and 
Anand Viswanathan 

 
Physics in a tray 
Coaches: Liz Nourshargh and Liz 
Hutchins 

 
Ride your way to success in 
teaching forces - the physics 
of cycling 
Coaches: James de Winter and 
Alan Denton 

    

 
10.15-11.15 

 
Teaching circuits so KS3 
students understand 
what's going on! 
Coach: Carole Kenrick 
 

 
Electricity and 
electromagnetism demos 
Coaches: John Parsons and 
Simon Snowden 
 

 
Physics of roller derby 
Coaches: Liz Pascoe and Jessica 
Rowson 

    

 
11.30-12.30 

Forces 101 
Coach: Alan Denton 
 

Home investigations 
Coaches: Liz Hutchins and 
Eleanor Wylie 
 
 
 

Physics of food 
Coach: Niloufar Wijetunge 

 
 

LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH 

 
13.30-14.30 

Radioactivity 
Coaches: Sharron Mackenzie  
 

Accessible, practical 
activities in the time of 
Covid 
Coach: Robert Birke 
 
 

Physics of Halloween 
Coaches: Jed Marshall and 
Jamie Mayville 

    

 
14.45-15.45 

Physics, maths and 
language - problems and 
approaches 
Coach: Mark Whalley 
 

Simulations and VPLab 
Coaches: Steve Long and John 
Parsons 
 
 
 

Physics of climate change 
Coach: Stuart Farmer 

    

 
16.00-17.00 

Earth and space 
Coaches: Terri Ghoneim and 
Carole Kenrick 
 

Using the best of education 
technology and flipped 
learning to teach physics 
Coaches: Jed Marshall and 
Jamie Mayville 
 

Virtual networking 
Coach: Jessica Rowson 

 



 

Day 1: Thursday 29 October – FOUNDATIONS 

09.00-10.00 Energy 
In this session, we look at common misconceptions; models; language and ways to tackle the 
maths.  
 
Suitable for teachers of KS3 and KS4. 
 
Equipment: Please have two glasses to hand, one half full, and a bouncy ball. 
 

  

10.15-11.15 Teaching circuits so KS3 students understand what's going on! 
We will look at ways to teach circuits so that KS3 pupils have an understanding of what's going on; 
consider the knowledge and experience they should have from primary and how to build on it (and 
introduce anything that’s missing) and consider what research tells us about addressing common 
misconceptions.  
 
Suitable for teachers of KS3. 
 

  

11.30-12.30 Forces 101 
The relationships between forces and motion have been understood for hundreds of years, but yet 
they can still bamboozle students (and teachers). What are some alternative conceptions that 
students might have, and are there activities that can we use to help overcome these? We will also 
discuss if we can help our students by becoming more consistent in our drawing and labelling of 
force diagrams. 
 

LUNCH 
 

13.30-14.30 Radioactivity 
Radioactive substances are portrayed in popular culture as being luminous green and very 
dangerous - from the Simpsons to the Hulk. The session will look at misconceptions like this; at 
others around the topic of radioactivity and useful ways to teach radioactive decay and radiation. 
It will also include socially distanced approaches to modelling and practical work.  
 

  

14.45-15.45 Physics, maths and language – problems and approaches 
Physics does contain a lot of maths, and this can cause challenges for both teachers and students. 
In this session we will consider some of the issues around language, especially how maths 
language and physics language may look similar but are not the same. We will look at some 
practical in-school actions that teachers can take, and we will look at units and equations in a way 
that focuses on language rather than maths (otherwise known as the “power of per”). 
 

  

16.00-17.00 Earth and space 
In this session we will focus on : common alternative conceptions students have about space 
physics, and ways to address them using demos and models; opportunities to teach students 
about working scientifically - including direct observational tasks and sharing stories about 
physicists who have contributed to our understanding of space and resources and activities that 
students can use/do at home. 
 

 

  



 

Day 2: Friday 30 October - EXPERIMENTATIONS 

09.00-10.00 Physics in a tray 
If your students are in a classroom bubble, and you are moving to them, this is the session for 
you. We will include suggestions of effective Physics demonstrations and mini practical activities 
that can be undertaken in an ordinary classroom by taking a small amount of kit with you. 
 

  

10.15-11.15 Electricity and electromagnetism demos 
This session will start with magnetic field plotting and progress through the motor effect, to 
generators and the transformer. The emphasis will be on practical ideas that will help students 
gain a working understanding of the principles involved. To finish, we will look at some of the more 
fun demonstrations that can help engage students. 
 

  

11.30-12.30 Home investigations 
In this session we will be looking at a selection of practical activities that can be carried out at 
home. We will look at ways to collect data for later analysis and explore the concept of data 
gathering. 
 
Suitable for teachers of KS3 and KS4. 
 

LUNCH 
 

13.30-14.30 Accessible, practical activities in the time of Covid 
Guidance on what might be possible by way of physics practical work under current restrictions in 
classrooms and laboratories. This workshop, mainly aimed at technicians, will look at safe 
approaches and illustrations of activities that can be undertake. 
 
Suitable especially for technicians. 
 

  

14.45-15.45 Simulations and VPLab 
Steve and John share some of their favourite physics simulations for use to support physics 
teaching. We will be looking at: PHet, VPLab, Walter Fendl, and others, to compare approaches. 
There will be an opportunity for feedback and suggestions for other simulations not covered 
during the session. 
 

  

16.00-17.00 Using the best of education technology and flipped learning to teach physics 
Bamboozled by the selection of ‘EdTech’ out there? Not quite sure how to effectively embed it 
within your practice? Fascinated with ‘flip learning’ and intrigued to find out more? This session 
covers all of the above - a chocolate box review of useful online educational platforms and how 
technology can be used in a flipped curriculum.  
 
Suitable for teachers at all experience levels – sharing of best practice encouraged. 
 

 

  



 

Day 3: Saturday 31 October - APPLICATIONS 

09.00-10.00 Ride your way to success in teaching forces - the physics of cycling 
The bicycle is one of the greatest locomotive machines ever invented. It is also a perfect vehicle for 
you to teach almost all of forces for KS3 and GCSE. In this session we’ll look at the physics behind, 
within and around a bike: the gas laws in a tyre; aerodynamics with the ‘super tuck’; circular 
motion in the velodrome and how to tune your spokes. Unlikely to include actual cycling. 
 
Suitable for teachers of KS3 and GCSE. 
 

  

10.15-11.15 Physics of roller derby 
Roller derby is a little-known but very fun, full contact sport played on roller skates and involves a 
heck of a lot of physics. Come along to hear more about this predominantly female driven grass-
roots sport and how it can be used to demonstrate all of your favourite physics principles, 
including: centre of gravity, momentum, circular motion and vectors. 
 

  

11.30-12.30 Physics of food 
How does pitta bread get the hole in the middle? Why do green tomatoes bounce higher than red 
ones? And other than its flavour, what makes chocolate so pleasurable? Physics explanations are 
given for these and other interesting food facts. Also, we will look at practical activities with food 
to explore physics phenomena, which can be carried out as demonstrations or by students. 
 
Suitable for teachers of KS3 and KS4 (with a few references for KS5) and technicians. 
 

LUNCH 
 

13.30-14.30 Physics of Halloween 
In this session, laid on by IOP hosts,  
Of Halloween fun and peppers ghost,  
Of werewolves and moons, and witches, cauldrons and brooms,  
Join us for spooky practical, problem solving and science capital.  
Watch out for vampire bats, haunted house and creepy cats! 
 

 

 

  

14.45-15.45 Physics of climate change 
This session will be a live online exploration of the relatively simple physics that is required to 
understand climate change. The session will include: the evidence for climate change; an 
exploration of cycles in climate change data; practical demonstrations using everyday apparatus; 
absorption, radiation and albedo, thermal expansion and sea level rise, specific heat capacity and 
positive actions being taken to address climate change. The workshop draws on resources 
produced by the Perimeter Institute. 
 
Please watch this video ahead of the workshop. 
 

  

16.00-17.00 Virtual networking 
A chance to chat with other teachers, reflect on the last few days and the last few months.   
 
 
FINISH 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AaY36yxFb1o&list=PL1608DAAD37A04B35&index=10&t=84s

